Dose-addition of individual odorants in the odor detection of binary mixtures.
In a series of experiments, we have explored the rules of olfactory detection agonism between the odorants butyl acetate and toluene. First, we obtained the concentration-detection function for the odor of the individual compounds. Second, we selected the concentrations of the two substances producing three levels of detectability (low, medium, and high) and, for each level, tested the comparative detectability of the two single chemicals and three mixtures of varying proportions. In each case, the mixtures were prepared in such a way that, if a rule of complete dose addition were to hold, all five stimuli (two single, three mixtures) should be equally detected. The outcome revealed complete dose addition at relatively low detectability levels but fell short of dose addition at medium and high levels. A recent analogous study on trigeminal chemosensory detection via nasal pungency and eye irritation of these same stimuli have shown a similar trend but showed a less dramatic loss of dose additivity with increased detectability. These results on detection of mixtures suggest a more selective window of chemical tuning (i.e. less dose addition) in olfaction than in trigeminal chemoreception.